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He died in my hands and I couldn’t save him. Damn it, anybody’s response wouldn’t have saved 

him. Don’t they get it? They are destroying their future each time a child dies; for a cause I still 

don’t understand. He didn’t have a chance. Why did Carlitos take arms?  What happened? What 

happened to this country? Damn, thought Lorenz after he stopped applying pressure to Carlitos’ 

gunshot wound.  “I know he isn’t older than fifteen,” whispered Lorenz. Bullets zipped through 

the jungle brush; volleyed from one group to the other. Lorenz and Breno flanked by fire, 

searched for a clear and immediate route to safety.  Lorenz looked in all directions for an escape 

path. Squatted Breno tapped Lorenz’ shoulder and pointed west, as he quickly moved from 

muzzle flash. Lorenz strapped Carlitos’ body to his back and moved in the direction Breno 

identified. Both men crawled their way to safety. Lorenz kept his head as close to the ground as 

possible while carrying Carlitos’ on his back, moving bush to bush, pulling with his arms, and 

pushing with his legs.  His bruised knees burned from scratching the ground, and Lorenz’s open 

wounds pained where his pants didn’t protect them from sharp roots and keen shrubs. Breno kept 

moving, avoiding the short brush, and tried not shaking the surrounding vegetation. Lorenz 

crawled with the kid’s body still attached to his back, holding the child’s arms as he pressed 

along. Plant after plant, they traveled, with fear of sounding gunfire and dodging hot rounds 

flying overhead. Zip! A bullet crossed Lorenz’ path landing on a tree right above his head, 

freaked him to fear, and motivated him to crawl faster. Breno didn’t stop and being load free, he 

increased distance from Lorenz. Whiz! Another round passed, and Lorenz kept moving as if 

repositioning to avoided scattered bullets. Thirty minutes of crawling, both Breno and Lorenz 

gained ground increasing distance from the sounds of gunfire. When Breno turned to check on 

Lorenz, he faintly saw Lorenz, who seemed larger, and realized he carried the boy’s body on his 

back. Breno couldn’t believe Lorenz’s commitment, and without a second thought he waited to 

assist Lorenz with the  body. “Why didn’t you leave him?” he whispered.  

 

 “Wouldn’t you want to know what happened to your son?”   

 “I guess I would,” answered Breno, who felt safe from harm and quickly stood.  They 

managed to get one hundred and fifty yards from the fire fight between rebels and soldiers. “Isn’t 

he the kid we saw in the clinic a few days ago?” asked Breno.   

 “Yes, his name was Carlitos. The more I saw these kids; the more they became identical 

since last year. I’ve seen children die for no reason; especially young boys proving their 

manhood with those rebels who call themselves men. They use these boys to fight their cause. 

When will it end?” 

 “Long after you’re gone,” Breno replied and repeated, “long after you’re gone.” Lorenz 

stood with Carlitos still strapped on his back. The two men continued their journey to the open 

field. It’s where Breno left the jeep, their recent mode of transportation. During their bolt, Lorenz 

managed to reposition the boy’s body over his shoulder as Breno continued as point leading the 

way. It was part of the bush Breno explored as a child. He knew many paths well, except those 

where gunfire managed to reconstruct. Breno moved with haste as he became concerned crossing 

paths with either the rebel force or soldiers. It was apparent since Lorenz insisted on bringing the 

child’s body  it could work to their disadvantage. Soldiers will mistake them as rebels, and rebels 

will claim them as replacements. Breno knew it wouldn’t make a difference if they recognized 
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Lorenz as a local UNWHO (the United Nations World Health Organization) clinic doctor.  It was 

dangerous for everyone during the civil war.  

Breno moved swiftly increasing distance from Lorenz. The boy slowed Lorenz, and Breno 

hurried to the jeep. The faster he got there, Breno thought; he could drive to help Lorenz. Within 

twenty yards of the open field, Breno heard gunfire. Quickly he dropped and crawled a few feet 

forward. He stopped moving as gunfire became louder. Lorenz saw Breno fall and immediately 

thought he’d been shot. Before reacting, Lorenz dropped then waited until he saw Breno crawl, 

towards the open field. Breno turned on his back and waved just above his chest in hoping 

Lorenz observed him. As Breno rolled on his stomach and looked forward in hope of dodging 

whichever force with blaring guns cross his path. “Oh God,” thought Breno, “Don’t let them find 

me.” Breno laid still, and wished Lorenz saw the force moving right over him.  Lorenz stopped 

and observed rebels near Breno as they fired into the bush east of his position. The force only 

crossed for a couple of minutes, but to Breno, it felt like an hour of fear.  

They laid silent, didn’t move a muscle, and waited until there wasn’t a sound of gunfire or 

footsteps before moving. Breno moved first and signaled Lorenz with a whistle informing him 

he’s heading out. Lorenz responded with a wave and crawled forward, following Breno’s path. 

Breno finally stood and looked back for Lorenz. He signaled again, and moved swiftly to the 

jeep. Lorenz gathered himself, squatted, and placed Carlitos’ body across his shoulders. He stood 

and walked at a brisk pace. “Come on let’s get out of here,” thought Lorenz, “faster, walk 

faster.” Before he realized his quick step, Lorenz was jogging with Carlitos over his shoulders. 

Within minutes, he was in ear shot of the jeep’s engine. By the time Breno placed the vehicle in 

gear, Lorenz had made it to the open field and stood ready for pickup.  

Lorenz woke from his flashback when the flight attendant announced, “Please replace luggage in 

the overhead bin, return to your seat, place seats in the upright position, secure your seat belts, 

and prepare for landing. We will arrive in Richmond within a few minutes.”  

 Damn, it’s been over a year since leaving Angola, and it’s like yesterday, each time my dreams 

are as clear as the day it happened. Lorenz looked left and then right, to see if other passengers 

noticed his excessive sweating. I can’t seem to fight these flash backs. They are too frequent for 

comfort. The psychologist said my flashbacks would stop in time. I sure hope so, because I can’t 

lose another job. Not this time, not in Richmond. After Lorenz deplaned, he noticed various 

changes at the airport so he followed the crowd to baggage claim. He yielded a cab on the street 

curb. “The Jefferson Hotel,” Lorenz instructed after he entered the car.  

 “The Jefferson, right away,” the cab driver responded.  

Lorenz took in views on his ride from the airport into the city. He enjoyed seeing the visible 

skyline he remembered. He noticed changes at the Virginia Commonwealth University’s 

Medical Center. A place he’d gotten to know well as a visiting intern. He also noticed changes 

downtown, but didn’t quite remember anything big outside of the coliseum. Within minutes, the 
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cab arrived in front of The Jefferson and the bell hop opened his car door. “Welcome to the 

Jefferson sir,” greeted the bell hop. 

 “Thank you” responded Lorenz, as he exited the cab. Lorenz watched the bell hop place 

his luggage on the cart. Before leaving the car, he paid the taxi fare then checked in at the front 

desk. Phil’s office made reservations for Lorenz. The clinic’s board instructed Lorenz to not 

contact old friends or make his presence known. The job offer was in conjunction of the new 

clinic being under wraps until announced to the public. Lorenz obliged keeping his arrival a 

secret. After dinner at the Hard Shell, in Shockoe Slip, he returned to the Jefferson, ordered a 

drink from the hotel’s bar, and took it to his room. In solitude, he sat on the couch, turned on the 

television to a music channel and grabbed a note book from his bag. He wrote the latest 

flashback in his notebook, as suggested by his psychologist. Within minutes of writing, Lorenz 

remembered the beginning of his African journey. 

His anxiety to leave Richmond was pressure enough from a heartening disappointment with 

Sabrina. Lorenz promised his heart and Sabrina crushed him the instant she went back with 

James. It wasn’t long after Lorenz and Sabrina celebrated his graduation dinner, when she called 

with good news. Sabrina was hired for a shoot in France. She didn’t explain any detail to Lorenz; 

instead she told him she’s out on the first flight for Paris. Lorenz pleaded and promised to keep 

himself motivated to wait. He again pushed for Sabrina to accompany him to South America. He 

pressured her when the UNWHO acceptance notification and instructions arrived. Before 

Sabrina received the shoot offer, Lorenz took the last of his savings, purchased an engagement 

ring, and sent her an open ended ticket to Montevideo, Uruguay from Richmond.  He gave 

Sabrina the ticket and hoped for the best. Lorenz hadn’t spoken with Sabrina during the first 

week of her absence, but received one text message of her safe arrival. It was during the second 

week into Sabrina’s trip when Lorenz finally got her on the phone. Sabrina gave him a short 

conversation, extremely short, and led Lorenz to believe something was wrong. “What 

happened?” asked Lorenz. 

 “Nothing, well, actually something happened and I have to tell you. I am seeing James.” 

 “James, your ex-boyfriend,” 

 “Yes, my ex-boyfriend. We’ve been together for the past four days. I can’t explain why, 

so don’t ask.  I’m not going to Uruguay. I returned your ticket; you can use the refund. Besides, 

what would I do in Uruguay? I’m a model, not a desperate girl hanging on for a crappy future.” 

 “Why not? Why can’t we work through this? I’ll go somewhere else; I can get the 

organization to send me to Europe. I don’t want to lose you. It took too long to find you.” 

 “I have to be honest, we had fun Lorenz, but I’m enjoying Paris and James. We hit if off 

again. I wish you luck.” Sabrina ended her call and returned to James on the couch. 
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 “You are a bad girl, but I love it,” said James. He smiled while embracing Sabrina. 

 “Don’t you love me being bad? I do.” Sabrina smiled as she snuggled into James’ arms.  

After the rejection, Lorenz quickly continued his commitment with UNWHO.  He contacted the 

charity organization for an earlier departure which he quickly received approval. When Lorenz 

checked in for his flight to Uruguay, the counter clerk passed him a letter explaining his 

diversion to Africa, a town in Angola. He was now headed across the world to a place he’d not 

considered but a location where his need matched the desire to escape. With extreme motivation 

to leave Richmond, Lorenz boarded the plane without question. It was a long flight and bad 

timing having empty moments as he remembered Sabrina throwing his heart to the dogs. His 

work became the escape from hurtful emotions. Every time he looked left, a young lady 

reminded him of Sabrina, and of his desires for her to accompany him on his quest. We could 

have worked. We could have created a life time of memories. He retrieved a UNWHO booklet 

from his pack and read of the program. He revisited his highlights. Again Lorenz reviewed the 

beautiful countryside pictures. A city of people in need, I’m excited, he thought while turning 

each page. Within two hours and after a short layover in Philadelphia, he boarded a flight to 

London. Lorenz’s plane landed at Heathrow nine hours later. He was excited being in London 

for the first time, and took in as much as he could around the airport. During the last of the eight 

hour layover, Lorenz found ways of researching Angola and read multiple government reports.  

Lorenz boarded a flight for another leg of his travel to Luanda. It was five hours of flying and he 

liked the idea of landing fully energized to jump right into the clinic. He napped often to ensure 

his body was well rested before landing. Excitement ran through his mind as the plane landed at 

the Luanda international airport, the largest city in Angola.  He quickly followed instructions, 

went through immigrations, and caught a connecting flight to Kuito, a smaller city stifled with 

civil war damages. After he landed at Kuito, and shortly passing the luggage area, he saw a 

gentleman holding a sign bearing his name, “Dr. Lorenz Maynard.” Lorenz approached and 

submitted his identification. Breno addressed Lorenz with, “Welcome,” smiled, and grabbed 

Lorenz’ bag. He led Lorenz to their transportation while Lorenz followed, and observed the 

surroundings along the way. Breno introduced himself, “I’m the clinic’s coordinator, support 

person, and the go to guy for anything operational. I do everything doctors don’t want to do, and 

I keep the clinic going. It’s why I’m here at the airport.” Breno smiled before continuing his 

introduction. He talked about the wonderful city, the beauty it offered, and warned him of the 

war stricken views Lorenz would see along the drive. Breno explained why doctors didn’t make 

it to the airport, as it was normal practice for them to meet new arrivals. “Often,” Breno 

explained, “they’d tell you what you’re getting into while being here. I’ve heard them say, ‘It’s 

your chance to turn around,’ as if giving the doctor a warning.”  

 “A warning?” commented Lorenz. 

 “Yes, a very intelligent warning.”  
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 “I researched the country with the American government’s Office of Foreign Assets 

Control  reports. I know there is a little fighting, but it’s not everywhere from what I 

understand.” 

 “The war is practically everywhere. Maybe not on the streets of Kuito every day, but 

close enough that it touches every family. 

 “That’s pretty serious.” 

 “Yes, very serious my friend.” 

When Lorenz arrived downtown, he was surprised seeing riddled bullet holes on most buildings. 

Not assuming, he asked Breno, “Are the holes in the buildings from gun fire?”  

 “Yes,” Breno responded. “The war has its impact on everything and everyone.” 

“Impact, here in the town?” 

“Of course, the army and rebels always come here from the bush. They come back for multiple 

reasons, some for medical.” 

Lorenz paused before responding and thought Soldiers and rebels for medical reasons. Imagine 

if both showed at once. “We’re here,” Breno exclaimed as he stopped the car in front of a bullet 

riddled building. It was a clearly marked as the UNWHO clinic. There were two battered jeeps 

with UNWHO markings parked at the side of the building and a long line of people waiting to 

enter the clinic. “What’s going on?” 

 “It’s a safe day. People are ready for their shots.” 

 “Shots?”  

 “Yes, you’ll understand when you enter,” said Breno.  

Lorenz maneuvered his way past patrons to enter the building. He was surprised at the clinic’s 

condition.  He’d just finished a medical internship in Richmond, VA and knew he had limited 

exposure to most clinics. But to his surprise, this was worse than any clinic where he volunteered 

in the capital city.  Lorenz was eager to employ his skills for needed people in Angola but his 

expectations were much higher, as believed by those recruiting pictures. But then again, he 

thought maybe he’d focused too much on South America and not Africa. Angola was not on his 

radar and Lorenz’s expectations weren’t fair. Lorenz was finally approached by a fellow 

physician. “Doctor Maynard, how are you? I’m Doctor Anwello,” he greeted and reached for a 

handshake.  

 “Pleased to meet you,” responded Lorenz. 

 “Sorry I couldn’t be at the airport, but you see the line.” 
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 “Yes. Are you the only one here?”  

 “Yes, but it’s recently. Doctor Swhartzberg left, on short notice.” 

 “Just left?” Lorenz inquired as he scrubbed and placed gloves on his hands. He put on a 

white coat from the coat stand. He immediately yelled “Next,” but no one responded. “Why 

aren’t they moving?” Lorenz asked. 

 “Most don’t speak English. They speak Portuguese.”  

Breno translated ‘next’ to Portuguese and waved at the next person in line, “próxima pessoa,” he 

looked at Lorenz and said, “I’ll help you today. Just tell me what they need to know and I’ll 

translate.” 

 “Great,” responded Lorenz, as the next person approached.  

The morning alarm blared at 6, waking Lorenz from deep slumber. He bounced from bed, 

dressed for a morning workout, and left for the hotel’s fitness center.  It wasn’t his normal 

routine but this morning he wanted to start a new leaf in life. Lorenz created an exercise circuit 

and for a half hour, he pushed, pulled, stretched, and lifted making his body work to a sweat. 

Lorenz walked on the tread mill and as he gazed outside the plated window, he decided to walk 

the street. The outside air was crisp, perfect for a spring morning. Lorenz paced along his route; 

he noticed Franklin Street hadn’t changed from years ago. It was his old stomping ground, next 

to the Young Men Christian Association (YMCA). He remembered coaching the visiting youth 

basketball team at the YMCA. He recalled those young friends in the community center where 

he volunteered and wondered how the kids have changed. Lorenz walked another four blocks 

before returning to the hotel. On his way, he flashed to those young kids when they set up his 

roof top date with Sabrina. “Those kids were amazing. I should find them. I’ll visit the 

community center when I get a chance,” he spoke aloud as if conversing with someone walking 

the street.  Lorenz returned to The Jefferson, took the elevator to the fifth floor and quickly 

entered his room. He noticed the time and realized he’d left for one and a half hours. His meeting 

was three plus hours from the time he entered the room. Lorenz grabbed his dark suit, shirt, and 

tie, from the closet and laid them on the bed. He then placed his shoes at the bottom as if imaging 

his appearance to impress whomever he’s meeting. Lorenz decided to clean up, dress casual, and 

have breakfast. He went to the hotel’s café, ordered a fine meal, consumed it, and returned to his 

room. While sitting on the couch, he read the contingent letter and pondered how to 

communicate with Phil during the interview. The letter highlighted McWhiter as the person who 

gave Phil the recommendation.  Lorenz remembered helping McWhirter’s daughter fight 

anorexia last year, months before the clinic’s board forced his resignation.  McWhirter didn’t 

want to outlive his daughter so they fought hard at keeping her alive, and was disappointed at 

their failure.  In spite of failing, McWhirter was grateful to see Lorenz fight beyond any other 

physician he’d consulted. But before McWhirter’s daughter, Lorenz froze at many situations 

where he’d flash to Kuito and confuse his prognosis with patients. It was periodic but the mental 
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game played with his mind, repeatedly where some life and death situations were caught by 

following physicians. When flash backs increased, he realized it was time for help.  Lorenz 

sought therapy.   

Lorenz arrived fifteen minutes earlier for his meeting at the tower building. Once inside, he 

approached the receptionist with a greeting, “Hi, I’m Doctor Lorenz Maynard, I have an 

appointment with Attorney Philip Berkley.” 

 “Yes Doctor Maynard. The board is expecting you. Please take a seat while I announce 

your arrival.” 

 “Thank you,” Lorenz responded and took a seat on the couch. The receptionist left her 

station and walked to Phil’s office. She cracked the door, and waited for Phil’s wave to enter. 

She walked to Phil’s chair and whispered, “Your 11:00 clock is here waiting for you. Mr. 

Berkley”  

 “Thank you, tell the Doctor I’ll be right out.” 

 “Yes sir,” the receptionist responded and exited the room as quietly as she entered. When 

she returned to her desk, she announced, “Mr Berkley will be right out. He’s in a meeting with 

the clinic’s board.  

 “I’m just curious, who’s on the board?” Lorenz asked. 

 “Well, there is Mr. Wiggins, Mr. McWhirter, an elderly guy who is still a hoot.” 

 “I know Mr. McWhirter, we worked together.”  

 “There is Mr Witherspoon and Ms Atherton. May I get you a cup of coffee or tea?” 

 “No thank you but a bottled water would be nice.” 

 “Sure.” 

Lorenz received the bottled water from the receptionist just before Philip’s arrival. “Dr. 

Maynard,” he spoke extending his hand in a greeting.  

 “Hi, Mr. Berkley.” 

 “Please call me Phil, everyone does.” 

 “Ok Phil, thank you. ” 

 “You’re welcome. Please follow me.” Phil walked to his office with Lorenz right behind 

him. Phil stopped just before entering, turned and in a low voice said, “The Clinic’s Board is 

meeting in my office. I’m sure you’ll knock them dead. You may know a few like McWhirter, 
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who referred you and maybe others who crossed your path during your internship. I’m expecting 

a positive turnout. After our extensive conversations, and McWhirter’s input it’s why I we 

offered the position with a contingent of getting everyone’s vote. McWhirter and I are confident 

you’ll get everyone’s approval. You don’t have to sell yourself. Just share your experience and 

give your opinion as we ask. Good luck.” Phil opened the door and Lorenz entered. He stood at 

the head of the conference table.  

“Welcome to Richmond,” said the elderly Mr. McWhirter, “I know the clinic is in good hands.” 

 “Nice having you,” said Mr. Wiggins, the philanthropist, as he observed the surprise on 

Sabrina’s face sitting across from him. 

 “Lorenz Maynard,” Sabrina excitedly called out. She rose from her seat, approached him, 

and stretched her arms for an embrace. Lorenz responded with a shoulder hug and kissed her on 

the cheek. He greeted Rodney with a hard handshake and a smile. He spoke. “Nice seeing you,” 

while Sabrina and Rodney took their seats.  Sabrina whispered to Rodney, “He looks good. I 

didn’t think he’d mature so nicely. Had I known, wow!” Rodney gave Sabrina a look as if 

saying, “Too much information.” 

Lorenz addressed the board, “Nice of you inviting me for the clinic’s head physician. I’m sure 

I’ll keep the clinic as my focus and bring a lot of seasoned experience to its operation.”  

   “You look eager to start,” said Phil, “before we move on, we should ask you a few 

questions.”  

 “Please do,” said Lorenz as he took a seat at the table. 

 “Where in Africa did you practice?” asked Sabrina. 

 “Kuito, a city in central Angola. It’s a lovely country with lots of wonderful people. It’s 

third world and modern in some aspects. It was a city full of different medial challenges of which 

I dealt with on a grand scale.” 

 “Does this qualify you for dealing with anorexia or bulimia?” 

 “I’m no psychiatrist, as they will need mental health counseling, and they’ll require 

someone focused on nutrition. But additionally, a general practitioner is needed on staff. I bring 

skills to the position with the capability of leading the operation, and as the general practitioner 

on staff I can support all else. Besides, it’s a combination of knowledge to run a hospital and 

knowing how to save on operation’s cost. And I’m sure with the legal team, the insurance 

advisors, and selecting the right staff, I’ll lead them through the red tape of government and 

medical insurances.”  

 “I know you’ve assisted a patient with our focus illness, how does working in Angola 

help you with weight?” asked McWhirter.   
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 “There were many instances where hunger impeded the body for so many people. It 

became my focus for preventive health and how to battle hunger which is a great strategy for 

beating the illness. I partnered with other world agencies representatives and we educated the 

people, helped them build better food chains, and taught them proper consumption and about 

healthy eating. Whatever I didn’t know from years of education, I learned hand’s on.” 

 “What makes you qualified to run a clinic?” asked Mr. Wiggins. 

 “I learned a lot from UNWHO and also being a key element in a medical center in 

Wilmington. I know what it takes as I had to fulfill every billet in running a fully staffed 

operation. I also created processes to run the clinic efficiently for years to come. I’ve heard 

UNWHO has embraced my processes and implemented then for clinics around the world.”  

 “Are you planning to live on the property for quick access and response to patients?” 

asked Sabrina 

 “I hadn’t thought I would need to respectfully make it my life. I thought a balanced job 

and family makes for a better operation. Therefore, my availability will entail and a schedule 

where physicians are available and on campus for twenty-four hours.” 

 “Good, since you aren’t going to live on campus, do you mind if I suggest a few places to 

you? There are neighborhoods near the clinic I think would suite the doctor.” 

 “I’d appreciate your input. Mrs. Atherton.” 

Sabrina was shocked he knew her married surname; quickly she winched and asked, “How did 

you find out about the board members?” 

 “Ma’am, a good doctor does research. It’s professional preparation. The same preparation 

I do for medical cases is the extra effort for perfection. It helps when saving lives, as well, its key 

to being successful in business. When I take on a key position, I believe it’s my business to be 

informed of everything.  Am I correct on your name as you’re the only woman on the board and 

I assumed it’s you?” 

 “Yes you are,” Sabrina shook her head, and then asked, “When are you available?” 

“I think you two can catch up later. Let’s dismiss Doctor Maynard so we can vote.” Phil turned 

to Lorenz and asked, “Do you mind waiting for me in the waiting area?” 

 “No sir, not at all.” Lorenz stood, glanced at the seated board members, and then spoke 

for an exit statement, “I’m happy to be here and glad to accept this substantial position. I’m sure 

it’s nothing like my recent experience and yet, I bet it’s as challenging. I promise to make the 

clinic a golden operation, one you can be proud to have started. Also, I look forward to business 

challenges, but I’m sure we’ll create a team to manage them well.” He looked at Sabrina, slyly 

smiled, and said, “Again, I thank you for the opportunity to make The Healthy Weight Center a 
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place known as the clinic of tomorrow.  I appreciate your time and it was a pleasure meeting you. 

I am motivated to start and look forward to working for you.” Lorenz exited Phil’s office and 

took the same seat he used from his initial arrival.  

    “Let’s vote. All in favor of Doctor Maynard say yes, all opposed reply no.” 

All said yes except Sabrina. She opposed. “Your objection?” asked Phil.  

 “I need more information,” she responded. 

 “On what grounds?” asked Phil. 

 “I’m not sure he’s fit for the job. To me he didn’t seem keen enough for the job. Then I 

wonder why he’s leaving Wilmington and if he’s hiding something. I’d like to know his 

motivation to take this position so quickly, even before the clinic opens.”  

 “I’m sure he has reasons and we should be happy he’s accepted so early. As you know, 

it’s better to have key members earlier than having them hired later?” Rodney said. “Look, this is 

different from a product company Sabrina; we’re talking about saving lives, so let’s do this right. 

Are you sure you know about medicine and what a doctor should know or the experience he 

needs for a weight clinic? We’ve come a long way and it’s not the time or place to challenge.” 

 “How dare you question me Rodney? I know my gut feeling and I’m making a point. 

He’s not the one.” 

 “Then you need to find out if he’s our leading physician. I suggest you take some time 

and get to know him.”  

“Maybe you can do it while you’re showing him those neighborhoods you suggested. That was 

actually a nice gesture,” said McWhirter. “Take your time and get back to us. I know what he’s 

capable of and he’s in with me.”  

“Not a bad idea, I’d like to know what you find out,” said Mr. Wiggins. “I’m sure all will be 

well, but out of curiosity, I’d like to know.”  

Rodney looked at Sabrina and smiled, “It’s in your hands. I’m sure you’ll make the right call.”  

Board members left the meeting and before leaving the office suite, each shook Lorenz’s hand.  

McWhirter had a chance to chat before Sabrina got to him. “I know you’ll show her the 

dedication you have at making each patient healthy. I have faith in you and I’m sure you’ll do 

well.” 

“Thank you Mr.McWhirter, I appreciate your vote of confidence.” 

“It’s not just a vote; it’s something you’ve earned. Let me know if you need anything. Make me 

proud.” McWhirter said as he left.  
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Sabrina was the last person to approach Lorenz; she smirked before saying, “Humph, You have 

some nerve coming here.” 

 “Nerve? I guess it’s up to you if I’m confirmed for the positions or not since no one 

congratulated me. I didn’t get all the votes and you’re going to give me the third degree.” 

 “No, I will show you the city and ask a few questions. I hope you don’t mind.” 

 “Please, ask anything,” said Lorenz.  

 “I will, I don’t mind asking this very moment.” Sabrina hesitated, “I’m going to ask you a 

few serious questions. And I’d like a well thought out response.” 

 “Again ask me anything.” Lorenz held the door for Sabrina to exit and quickly followed 

her. They stepped into the elevator and rode silently to the ground level. Sabrina said, “I’m 

serious Lorenz, oh, Doctor Maynard, I will ask a few tough questions.” 

 “As I said before, ask anything.” 

 “Anything? Well, what did you do when you found out I’d gotten married?” Sabrina 

couldn’t help asking, “Well,” she paused before restructuring the question. “What did you think 

when you heard I’d married?  

 “Right now, I don’t think the question is appropriate but as promised I’ll answer but let’s 

chat somewhere, catch up on old times. Let’s say, over dinner,” answered Lorenz. “That is if you 

don’t mind and can get permission from your husband on being away with extra time.” 

  “I have time for dinner. Are you driving or am I?” 

 “You don’t have to get cleared? Then I guess you are driving since I’m using cabs. I flew 

here remember? Do you have a car or is there a chauffeured limousine waiting for you?” 

 “I have a car,” said Sabrina, “What was your recent experience?” Lorenz looked 

confused at her question as if it were personal instead of professional. He responded. “I was the 

lead physician for a time at the clinic in Kuito and later a lead at the Brunswick Medical Center 

in Wilmington. Brunswick is where Mr. McWhirter and I met. We worked together so to say. 

Things changed so I decided searching for another position was my next move. It’s when I heard 

from Phil. It was perfect timing.” 

Sabrina left the sidewalk and Lorenz hesitated before following. He waited to notice her body 

with a view from behind and concluded the years didn’t take much from her as she managed to 

maintain her perfect shape. To him, Sabrina was as gorgeous as the day they met. Lorenz 

stopped short of her quick pause, just enough not to overpass her. He knew she wanted a word or 

two as they decided to have dinner. “Where to?” asked Lorenz 
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Sabrina stood in the parking lot between rows and looked at Lorenz. “I was thinking Strawberry 

Street,” Sabrina smiled, “It’s been quite some time since I’ve eaten there.” 

 “You mean Strawberry Street Café.”  

 “Yes, the one and the same.” 

 “I am glad you’re driving. I don’t remember how to get there.” 

 “I remember the restaurant, but I don’t know exactly how to get there either, but we’ll 

figure out how. Richmond hasn’t changed that much.”  

 “Why not take a cab instead of driving your car?” 

 “Why? Is there a problem with me driving?” 

 “No, I just thought a cab would give us a chance to focus on your questions.” 

“ “”We can talk while I drive; it’s easy to do both remember? Or have you lost the ability 

to multi-task?” 

 “No problem multi-tasking. It was only a suggestion.” 

 “Is there a woman in your life?” 

 “You don’t beat around the bush. Do you? We haven’t gotten to the restaurant and you 

ask about women in my life.” 

 “Women; so you have multiple women in your life. I see.” 

 “No, you are assuming,” Lorenz followed close enough to hear Sabrina’s soft voice while 

they conversed.  When she stopped at a car, Lorenz asked, “Is this it?” 

 “Is this what?” 

 “Your car?” 

 “No, it’s not. My car is over there,” she pointed left, then turned facing Lorenz. “I wanted 

to see your eyes when I ask you again. Are you married?”   

 “There you go cutting through the chase again. My ex- girlfriend has no time to sit and 

chat on our past. Still she doesn’t have patience.” 

“Not answering is a good way avoiding my question.” 

“I’m not avoiding, I choose to answer in a different setting than on the street. Can we get to your 

car now?” 
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“You will answer my question,” Sabrina insisted as she led Lorenz to her car. “We’ll only have 

dinner once if you are married.” 

“Ok, I can agree to that.” 

“So you are married.” 

“Again, let’s talk over dinner.” 

Sabrina stopped besides a lovely Cadillac CTS. Lorenz paused and smiled. “It’s not the beat up 

old car you had years ago.” 

 “No, I’ve grown up.” 

 “Not bad, Sabrina’s grown up.” 

 “You have a sense of humor for a serious doctor, you haven’t changed.” 

 “Actually I have, and have I ever.” Lorenz responded and while he entered the car he 

flashed to Kuito as a reminder of his changes. His thought went to Breno and Dr. Anwello at the 

clinic. It was nothing for a day to start with a long line outside the door, but this particular day, a 

woman bought her sickly six month old baby and as Lorenz entered, he couldn’t let the suffering 

child wait in the heat and stand in such a long line. He touched the infant and felt the heat of her 

body. Quickly he grabbed the infant and ran inside with the mother in shadow asking, “what’s 

wrong with my baby?” Immediately Lorenz diagnosed other symptoms and Breno translated his 

questions to the mother. “When did she last eat?” asked Lorenz. “Has she drunk anything within 

the last few hours?” Again Breno translated. The mother answered, “She wouldn’t drink milk, or 

water. Everything I put in her mouth, she didn’t take. Tell me doctor, will my baby live?” 

  “Damn,” Lorenz said as he looked over the infant. Her breathing abnormal; her temp is 

high and her legs and arms are swelling from insect bites.  “Breno,” called Lorenz, “Ask her if 

there is more bugs around than usual?”  

Breno translated his question and replied to Lorenz her answer, “Yes, it seemed so, unusual this 

year.”  

“We have to hydrate her and get antibiotics in her stat,” shouted Lorenz as he suspected an 

allergic reaction to insect bites. He looked around and forgot he and Dr. Anwello were the only 

two who understood his shout.  Quickly Lorenz moved about the clinic grabbing a syringe, a vile 

of antibiotics, all while instructing Breno to place the baby on the bed. He started an IV 

(Intravenous) injection of fluids, gave the injection, and explained to Breno what was needed to 

make the infant better. “Make sure she understands,” Lorenz insisted, “Make sure the mother 

understands.”  

 Sabrina said, “Hey, are you with me? Lorenz.” 
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 “Yes, I’m with you,” he responded.  

 “Where did you go?” 

 “How things have changed?” Lorenz commented as he gazed out of the car window 

observing the neighborhood as they drove through the city. “Richmond has really changed.” 

 “Yes it has.” 

 “I guess city council finally approved those changes from what they proposed years ago.” 

 “I’d say so. The city looks really nice, and it’s driving people downtown. Are you glad 

being here?” Sabrina fished, trying to gage if Lorenz is serious about staying long term.  

 “I am, really, I am. I needed to return.  I remember having great experiences here.” 

 “I’m sure you had in both your hometown and in Africa. What country were you living in 

Africa again?” 

 “Angola, I lived in Angola.” 

 “Yea, good times I bet.” 

 “It depends on what you call good times. Was there any laughter and quality moments? 

Yes, as in anywhere you spend time living. I remember here being a possible quality of life 

opportunity.” 

 “Quality of life opportunity, you have a way describing living here when you were so 

busy doing other things.” 

 “Those things were quality and fed me the right way.” 

Sabrina drove her car to the front of Strawberry Street Café, and parked within the block. She got 

out of the car as Lorenz exited the passenger’s side. “This block hasn’t changed a bit,” Lorenz 

spoke as he waited for Sabrina to join him on the sidewalk. “No it hasn’t,” replied Sabrina. “I’m 

curious if the menu is the same.” 

 “I’m sure it isn’t. I wouldn’t remember anyway so I don’t think it would matter. I’m here 

for you, not the meal.”  

Sabrina didn’t respond but thought; Nicely said Lorenz, nicely said. She walked to the door and 

paused for Lorenz. She recalled Lorenz was always the gentleman. He opened the door, waited 

her entry, and then spoke, “This place hasn’t changed at all, and it’s exactly the way I 

remember.” 

 “It’s only been three years.’ 
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 “But you know, things can change every year; especially the décor.” 

 “Yes, you’re right. It could have changed.” Sabrina and Lorenz were greeted by the 

receptionist, “Two for dinner?” she asked, 

 “Yes,” both Sabrina and Lorenz answered in unison.  

 “Please follow me,” the receptionist led them to a table by the large bay window with a 

view of the street. “Your waiter will be right with you. Can I at least take your drink order?” 

 “Sure,” Sabrina answered and instructed, “just a glass of water for starts.”  Lorenz 

followed with, “The same for me please.” 

 “Sure thing,” the receptionist left them with menus. Lorenz didn’t read the menu, instead 

he observed Sabrina. “You haven’t changed very much. I guess married life is good to you.”  

 “Thank you, but I wouldn’t put too much into my married life. It isn’t as you think.” 

 “Oh, it isn’t good?”  

 “It has ups and downs. Just more downs than ups.” 

 “More downs, huh. I gather it’s on the rocks or moving towards being over.” 

 “It’s over no doubt. What about you? Did you ever marry?’ 

Lorenz paused before answering as he remembered Sabrina was the only woman he’d come 

close to asking. “No, I nearly did but she left me hanging.” 

 “Oh, that is not right Lorenz. I meant outside of me, did you get close to marrying 

anyone?” 

 “No not at all. I was too busy and hardly dated since I left. When I returned to the US, I 

had family matters to attend. Then I took the center position and fell into my work.” 

 “So how’s the family?” Sabrina wanted to redirect the conversation until she could get 

ideas how to push beyond the resentful remark Lorenz had made. She fell silent waiting for the 

next comment. Fortunately the waiter arrived and explained the specials which both Sabrina and 

Lorenz ordered. It was very fast for them to leave the table and head for the special salad bar. 

Strawberry Street Café is known for its iron bath salad bar. Both Sabrina and Lorenz made their 

selections and returned to the table. Lorenz said grace as Sabrina listened. “Amen,” she said and 

smiled. “I don’t remember you being religious.” 

 “You know, I wasn’t then but after seeing how God works wonders, I am now. I mean 

not extremely religious but I am a true believer.” 
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 “Oh, a caring compassionate type now. I’m not saying you weren’t then, but you are 

more outward now so it seems.” 

 “Sabrina, it’s only dinner, you can’t mean you’ve noticed that big of a difference.” 

 “You know, I’m pretty observant and can read people pretty well these days.” 

 “So, what happened to your husband James, right?” 

 “Let’s say he wasn’t serious about me being his wife.” 

 “Sorry to hear that. So the wild guy wasn’t your cup of tea after all.” 

 “It started out great but crapped out when he decided to include those other models in our 

sex lives. As well, I got tired of the conflicts; so much conflict with work and women.” 

 “At least you learned from the experience.”  

 “I kept hearing Aunt Marge telling me the same thing over and over again.” 

 “A very sweet lady your Aunt Marge; what did you hear?” 

Sabrina placed her fork on the table and looked at Lorenz in hopes to catch his eyes for total 

focus. She waited as he looked and finally stopped chewing, “She always told me to live happy 

and accept love. I thought I had it with James but realized years later, I should have kept yours.” 

 “You accepted the love you thought was strongest. I have to believe I wasn’t the one. It 

made my life better after all.” 

 “No impact on what I did?” 

 “I’m not saying you leaving me abruptly had no impact, but you made me emotionally 

numb so I could focus on medicine. The time you dumped me was great as I needed to apply my 

total attention to helping others. I appreciate you for canceling us. I realize I couldn’t have 

protected you in Angola.” 

 “Protected me?” Sabrina questioned his comment with intensity. “Protected me?” she 

repeated.  

 “It wasn’t a very safe country. I’m glad you didn’t come.” 

 “I was in Tanzania a few times on a model shoot with James, nothing like Angola I’m 

sure, but a beautiful country.” 

 “Yes, a much safer part of the African continent.” 

 “I heard there was a lot happening in other countries, but not where you were.” 
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 “I’ve matured Sabrina and I saw things you can only imagine.” 

Sabrina paused just in time for the waiter to place their dinners. “A glass of chardonnay would be 

nice, how about you Lorenz?” 

 “Sure, why not. Thank you,” he directed. The waiter left with their order. “You see, lots 

have changed and I realize we make decisions based on our emotions. I felt like drinking a glass 

of wine, just listening to you.”  

 “Sharing a glass of wine is nice for two old friends catching up.” Sabrina smiled as she 

ate from her fork. “What was toughest while in Angola? Was it getting over me or facing unrest 

with the natives?” 

Lorenz paused before responding, clearing his throat. “It was a combination of both during the 

first few months. Like I said earlier, it was good you broke up with me. The one action after your 

aunt’s memorial cruise sent me into a different focus. I’d never been hurt by a woman and the 

devastation was good; it turned out well and it’s the reason I’m ok with us working together. I 

have no animosity towards you.” 

 “Oh. Sure, then you’re over me. What a surprise!” 

 “I’m not saying you aren’t a catch. I am saying you are special but not for me.”  

Sabrina changed her posture and pushed back into her chair, as if taking a pose for dignity. She 

looked at Lorenz and without a smile said, “You know I’m one woman you can give your love, 

affection and interest. I know who I am and what I bring to the table. I’m not that naïve young 

model anymore. I am a successful business woman who gets what she wants.” Looking at 

Lorenz as if expecting an immediate remark; he kept eating as if he ignored her comment. “Are 

you with me?’ she asked. 

 “Where else am I?” responded Lorenz.  

 “You didn’t say anything.”  

The waiter returned with drinks, set them on the table, and turned to leave. “Thanks,” Lorenz 

said as the waiter left. “You said a mouth full and I’m not here to pass judgment on you. I see us 

as old friends who once dated.” 

 “Oh, well that changes things.”   

 “Does it really? I thought if anything it explained our positions quite clear. I mean, we’ll 

work together and whatever happens is exactly what we expect. I’m not going to make us 

anything outside of working associates. I have other things to do in life and the clinic helps me 

achieve those objectives.” 
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 “The clinic helps you. Let me tell you something. I could change the clinic outcome and 

you won’t get the chance to make whatever objective you have. All I have to do is call Phil and 

it’s over.”  

 “Threats don’t work with me Sabrina. I am sure the board of directors is smarter than 

listening to you rant on a personal decision.” 

 “You forget it’s my clinic.” 

 “I understand they are your partners.” 

 “I have majority interest.” 

 “Fine Sabrina, I get your point. I’ll call Phil for you and reject the position.” Lorenz 

sipped his wine, stood, and said, “Have a good night.” He walked to the bar and asked for the 

check. While he waited, Sabrina walked up to him. “That’s it?” 

 “Life is too short for games. You want someone to be your puppet. I’m not him. When I 

gave you the chance you left for James. I’m happy where I am emotionally, and professionally. I 

can find another position.” 

 “Look, let’s get something straight between us. I’m strong but not stupid; don’t respond 

to me so rash. I apologize for making you upset.” 

 “I appreciate the apology, but I’ll catch a cab.” 

 “Let me take you.” 

 “No thanks.” Lorenz paid the check and exited the restaurant without looking back. 

 

 


